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                     Hood Strut Kit 

                      For: 2010+ Ford Fusion 
                             Installation Instructions For Kit #555-0652 

 
 A qualified technician should be used if you are not confident with 

disassembling the factory hood hinge brackets. 

Installation of the Steeda Hood Strut Kit 

1. Open the hood and prop the hood open with the factory hood prop rod. 

2. From under the hood, remove the rearmost fender bolt nearest to the cowl assembly on both sides.  It is directly behind the foam seal on the fender. 
3. Install the fender brackets over the holes as seen in figure 1.  Be sure to locate the ball stud/bracket tab in front of the bolt hole.  The bent tab is intended to sit 

closest to the fender as possible.  Reinstall the bolts and torque to spec. 

4. Install/snap the gas springs over the fender bracket ball studs.   Attach the piston end of the gas spring to the fender brackets, not the cylinder housing end.  See 

figure 2. 

5. Peel off the adhesive backing and install the polyurethane bumper onto the back side of the hood bracket as seen in figure 3. 

6. Place a thick, clean, terry cloth towel around the bottom corner of the hood to prevent any potential damage while the hood hinge is unbolted from the hood itself.  
See figure 4. 

7. Have one person hold the hood and hood hinge bracket together tightly.  Have another person remove the top bolt in the hood hinge bracket and back out the 

bottom bolt about ¼ to ½ inch.  See figure 4. 
8. Install the hood bracket over the hood hinge bracket as seen in figure 5.  The bent ear on the hood bracket is intended to be located toward the outside of the hood.  

See figure 6. 
9. Reinstall the hood hinge bolts.  Torque to spec. 

10. Repeat the same procedure to the other hinge assembly. 

11. Have one person hold open the hood and lower the hood prop rod.  Have another person attach/snap the gas springs to the hood brackets.  Secure the gas spring 
with the supplied spring clips. The straight let passes through the holes in the ball socket, and then the clip is rotated until it snaps into place. See figures 7 & 8.  

12. Remove the hood prop rod, if desired. 

13. You are done.  Each side should look similar to figure 6.  GENTLY close the hood the very first time to ensure no parts are interfering or binding.  If there are 

any issues review the installation. Install bushing over base shaft 
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Make sure the bracket ear is facing 

toward the fender.  Also make sure the 

ball stud is in front of the bolt. 

Ensure the piston end of the 

gas spring is mounted to the 

fender 

The bumper is intended to be 

wedged between the bracket and the 

hood itself 

The bent ear goes up and to the 

outside of the hood. 

Remove 

the top 

bolt and 

only back 

out the 

lower bolt 

½”. 

 

Place a 

towel 

around the 

bottom 

corner of 

the hood. 

The bent ear is to 

be located to the 

outside. 

 

The cylinder end of 

the spring attaches 

to the hood. 

The bracket mounts in front of the hinge 

bracket.  NOT between the hood and the 

hinge. 
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